
Last weekend I had an interesting experience when I went to get my hair cut.  I walked into SuperCuts 

and was a little surprised when there wasn’t anyone in sight.  I don’t think I have ever walked into a 

barbershop/salon when there weren’t any customers whatsoever, even early Sunday mornings.  Looking 

back, this should have been a warning sign.  Anyway, a lady came out from the back and got me signed 

up in the computer.  I told her I didn’t need anything complicated, just a buzz cut with a number one 

guard.  When the girl snapped the guard on to the clippers I was a little surprised to see that it was 

metal, nearly every guard I have ever seen for hair clippers was made of plastic… for good reason, as I 

was soon to discover.  As she shaved the side of my head the tip of the guard caught and caused the skin 

to bunch up.  It wasn’t really painful when she did it, at least not the first time… possibly not the second 

time, but the third time she really reared back and tried to force the clippers up over the top of my 

head.  Unfortunately for my poor scalp, 

she didn’t quite make it.  I’m not really 

certain what she thought was going on 

back there, but after the third time she 

finally asked, “What am I getting caught 

on,” trying my best to put on a smile I 

responded, “Just my skin.”  On the plus 

side I wasn’t bleeding when I left, of 

course, the fact that I had to check in the 

first place really isn’t a good sign. 

 I went to Applebee’s this week with 

some of my in-laws.  This is probably the 

first time in in about 2 years that I have 

been to an Applebee’s, not because I 

think they are that bad, we just usually 

go somewhere else.  Turns out 

Applebee’s doesn’t serve fajitas 

anymore… What!?!  Fajitas were like the 

one thing that Applebee’s did really well, why on earth would they get rid of them?  I thought was the 

whole reason people went to Applebee’s was to eat their fajitas… this is just turning my world upside 

down. 

Speaking of… seeing as I didn’t open with an announcement, it is probably a pretty safe assumption on 

your part that we are still childless, at least we were as of the time of publication.  It also turns out that I 

didn’t find this car seat until AFTER we had already purchased one… go figure.  This is the car seat my 

son deserves, but not the one he needs right now. 

In other unrelated news NASA has started sending frogs into space now.  Don’t believe me?  Look closely 

at the picture following the break. 



HA!  Told you; this frog boldly went where 

no frog has gone before… and subsequently 

died a glorious and fiery death.  But 

seriously, did you know that a group of frogs 

is called an army?  Also, whoever decided to 

call a group of squid a shoal really missed 

out, a group of squid should be called a 

squad. 

As a side note… as a separate side note, you 

may have noticed that my recent 

newsletters seem to be a collection of side 

notes rather than a more cohesive whole, 

tough luck; most of my thoughts lately have 

been a series of side notes rather than being 

governed by one over-arching theme.  Kind 

of strange once you think about it, but… 

such is the way I function, now, back to my 

original side note.  Leslie and I have been 

working on trying to establish our budget 

increases for after Jack is born, to properly 

account for things like food, diapers, and 

other necessary baby related items like Batman costumes.  Leslie came home from Sam’s the other day 

with several large boxes of diapers and wipes, bringing our cumulative totals up to 646 diapers and 1600 

wipes.  If my math is correct this should take us through at least the first 3 days.  Needless to say, my 

further extrapolations show that we will be broke in a matter of weeks; I’m hoping I’ll be eligible for 

government assistance by the end of the month.  Assuming that there isn’t too much variation from my 

calculations I would expect that we wouldn’t need to do any more than double the national debt to get 

Jack all the way through high school, this seems fairly reasonable to me. 

On a final note, I read an article earlier this week that was quite fascinating, the article presented a fairly 

comprehensive look at why the Generation Y “yuppies” tend towards depression.  While the article was 

interesting, the main thing I took out of it was a mathematical formula for happiness.  Excellent! 

Happiness = Reality – Expectations 

Deducing the meaning of this formula is fairly straightforward, it simply means that you control your 

level of happiness by the expectations you have in life, the higher your expectations the less likely you 

are to be happy (assuming a constant value for reality across the two examples).  Me being me, I further 

simplified the equations meaning; the surest path towards happiness is to have negative expectations.  

Pessimism is the way of the future… assuming that we all have a future to look forward to.  Now that 

sounds like a motto to live by. 


